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Comment
Wind River Trail - is it a traditional access route? There are laws associated with existing access routes
existing access route needs definition (access chapter) needs to be used on regular basis and Wind River trail is only used
occasionally
Wind River trail - under highways act
Winter road - uses/seasonal uses
Hart River Road - area development act - has some official designation --> compare to Wind River Trail
Snake River [Crest Iron] --> access from north after oil/gas? With Slurry line?
--> Old Cat trail - 1959 (Wind Trail) --> can it be restricted? Or redesignated?
Hart River Road designation as road not "official"/technical reasons? -Dempster access -Area development Act provisions for ATV
access as "road"
Think broadly about Climate Change --> eg climate change --> thaw slumping. "climate change" impact prevention in sensitive areas
(general across the Peel)
need to monitor the effects of climate change on land -> relates to implementation funding for recommendations -> fish and wildlife caribou displacement and predator (what new information?)
--> trigger for a plan review if climate change impacts found
Climate change will affect caribou patterns --> grizzly bear patterns - changes should trigger review of the plan
--> triggered by change in thresholds
--> look at PWPC and BP heritage document
--> data gaps --> plan recommends how to address / Tradi
Whoever gets there first seems to set the plan --> eg. YG road crew at Chapman Lakes - exposed black mud --> permafrost melted impact of global warming? Eg. Dempster corridor development/eg. Road development - melting impacts - erosion/permafrost
Need a Permafrost Management Direction for whole area
FN control of land use permits - when and who -need a way of capturing FN issues and interests
community consult - ask where they want consultation
record oral stories; proper interpretation of oral stories, impact of rights, ties to the land, rights of future generation, need to research
this
community direction to determine if Oil/Gas is acceptable?
very difficult for delegates to make proposals --> need direct community-based planning
Wind River Trail not hwy (designated unilaterally not consultation) -open access for winter? Snowmobile/dogsled -not heavy
equipment
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Community planning information --> need other elders/community members to have input
Conflicts will increase with time --> seasonal use --> year round

Economy

Turner wetland has come up, commission nees to make recommendations on this area but there are oil and gas opportunities
Outfitters building airport/cabins at Nash Creek. FN not consulted. -summer access wind river road not compatible with FN activities prospecting with aircraft --> not compatible with outfitting activities crown land - language around this word - who co
staked claims - those with lapsed claims will want to return
FN future uses on fee settlement lands? Conformity issue? What is compatible?
When planning for protected areas --> FN uses must be maintained
"Claim interest in Oil/Gas?" -zoning for protection -permits for exploration - N. Turner Lakes -protected/conservation areas "Grandfather claims? On oil/gas permits? In Peel plateau (calving area) -What comes after exploration? Long term effects -h
Conservation areas should include calving areas. Protection of sensitve systems, especially certain times of the year. Will existing
permits prevent conservation?
Chapman Lake --> important for waterfowl
Protect Richardson Mountains; Students - education is happening on the land eg TG and German students on Snake; Oil and Gas
activity wouldn't fit with tours like that
up Trail River - moose every day, headwaters of the Snake, BP, Wind. Snake should be protected - even the whole watershed. OK
with wilderness tourism
Protect Hungry Lakes, Hart River, Wind River --> would like to do something like Tombstone Park --> Territorial Park - eg.
Richardsons and Calving Hill and Turner Lakes
Tribal Park --> similar to Territorial Park - would like to see this. FN would have control of park.
Hart should have some special designation, possible protected area or buffer to Tombstone Park
Hunting control/near Margaret Lake? (no Oil and Gas tenure) Knor range. Important for fish and wildlife
Niche market is already filled --> little opportunity for locals -->McPherson guys tried boat ferrying service -->no headway - need big
startup dollars -->idea horseback tourism --> water already protected (existing transboundary agreement)

Economy

Outfitting - legal requirements first-aid FAC etc. field experience should be more necessary than certification through course work
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we should look to the Gwich'in Plan Book -> once approved by Feds all projects must pass through land and water board, if not to
GLUPC --> plan should be on top --> if plan not interfered with and supported by the communities it will have power. Gwich'in
Crown land --> is actually non-settlement land
re: language used: non-settlement land not crown land
Settlement land plans --> Peel Plan, what constitutes a pre-existing plan? FNs need to come forward with plans
Peel plan will dictate if there are no FN plans
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Comment
Settlement lands: important for planning to have as much information as possible about what FNs intended purpose is for settlement
lands
LUP must conform to existing plans: therefore FNs could pre-plan settlement lands and drive regional LUP
the plan is a small part of the decision making process - concerned it may not carry as much weight as people believe it will.
monitoring of landscape changes - relates to implementation funding for recommendations
-Plan implementation, -need assurance Plan will remain guiding document (not changed without commission consultation)
10-15 years. Plan span
There is a reason planning is in the claim. It is up to us to come up with land use planning
let the communities make the plan and not be guided by Oil and Gas
GTC & GLUPC want to be involved, give and receive information
to the PWPC - Just do your work
who has control over claim (Gov't or FN people) - want government to government relationship
thresholds can be used--> can be measured
NYPC used thresholds, we should look to their plan for examples
Using thresholds requires monitoring, there are implementation considerations
Commission can develop its own designations -->we are not pigeon holed into a framework
Apply limits and thresholds as part of recommendations
buffer between different land use design eg. Around tombstone
cumulative effects must be considered
Chpt. 10 (Special Mgt) can drive the use of those tools
key issue: development thresholds if exceeded could impair other uses (must be respected)
cumulative effects must be considered for the long-term
Buffer TG lands on Peel: There are several R-blocks along the Peel that could be buffered. This may depend on the zoning around
the R-blocks and the planning within the R-blocks themselves.
Do oil and gas exploration leases override the plan?
What commitments do mining/oil & gas companies have to FNs?
National historic site designation- need follow up on definition & restrictions placed on afterwards --> what is it --> what does it mean > TG designation
Follow up on what protected areas were identified in the Issue and Interests Report
fish spawning --> Inuvik --> request fish form - DFO may have information
Question: What have O/G folks said? Reg explained their participation in the process. O/G. plan said the plan may not work for them,
we need to hear back from them.
Commission role in reviewing projects? YESAB decisions on conformity - how and when will Commissions be (re)activated subject to
interpretation of Ch 11 - question to Claims Branch
wind river trail not yet confirmed (government to government)
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Uranium - no regulatory regime -> TG without regulatory regime --> No exploration without general management direction regime.
Need policy direction for regulations on uranium prior to exploration
mining "uranium exploration" lack of regulations (only ju
oil and gas leave behind a legacy of camps etc... how is clean-up enforced by YG --e.g .bonding?

Regulations

South of Wernecke -dead salmon -mining waste -government says not responsible to clean up - but this was part of agreement
use of Nash Creek was abused by someone and their dogteam; requires monitoring; collection of baseline data; Traditional knowledge
Regulations
getting elders' knowledge into the plan - this needs to happen
FN spiritual ties - More emphasis needs to be placed on spiritual value of the land. -> in Plan and Process -> from beginning, FNs are
Traditional Culture guardians of land --> in plan ->"Spiritual" links to the land - how addressed? ->general FN ethnic/beliefs (understoo
Walter Alexie: Born on Trail River; Trapped in Caribou Hill, Hungry Lake, BP flats, Brown Bear Creek; Used to be by dog team - now
Traditional Culture by skidoo; Went along Richardsons
Traditional Culture Nash Creek - NND developing more of a presence
Knor Range -whitefish, jackfish, greyling; Margaret Lake -important for fish. Pointed out areas travelled in BP and S headwaters Traditional Culture gravesites, campsites, around Gillespie Lake, huge flat, stone axe stumps, mouth of Goz River, used to bend canoe frames,
Cache Creek: cultural camp s-site, 6 cabins, cultural and hunting camps. -north of 10 -windy pass -sheep hunting -Percy trapline (YG
Traditional Culture trapline)
Traditional Culture Traditional Use could be intensive year round -not just 2 week window or seasonal
Traditional Culture Understand links between sectors, chapters, economics - research needed. FN needs to draft wording for spiritual aspects of the plan
Traditional Culture communities are as good as any technical source, education all the time (Traditional Knowledge)
Traditional Culture Have a "First Nations Trad. Use" sector in plan (a chapter)
Chptr 22 - 25% of permits: If the wilderness tourism industry should ever be regulated (the number of permits issued limited) the FN
UFA
will receive 25% of the permits. Will the FN also be able to issue these permits?
agreements do provide for min. participation (Chpt 22) if there is limitation
UFA
Water quality
Need to be aware of issues industrial development will bring --> water quality
protected for fish, water quality downstream --> water should not be spoiled --> water pipeline - thinking of the future --> will not
Water quality
include a road option. (Sam spoke to wind and snake river options)
Sustain FN over 100-200 years -what can be done? -establish a park -but need community consultation -relationship of the water
Water quality
downstream -boreholes 20-30's lead to health issues?
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